[Three-dimensional computerized tomography in trauma surgery. A case presentation].
Three-dimensional images of bone structures can easily be reconstructed from computed tomography data. The technique and the advantages of contemplating reconstructions of bone defects in different directions are described. A special software programme allows to combine all data which are given by the standard CT. The slice diameter is two millimetres. The reconstruction shows bone surfaces in all required views. In traumatic and orthopaedic surgery 3-D-CT is useful in the analysis, detection and preoperative planning of comminuted bone injuries of the spine, pelvis, knee, shoulder and the calcaneus. With this technique it is possible to see the bone in its topographic constellation, to observe fractures in unusual directions and to identify fragments from each other. The surgeon gets a lot of additional information which is helpful to decide on the incision, the reduction and the fixation of fragments. Undesirable effects during operation are reduced, which leads to a more accurate treatment and subsequent better results.